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5.0  ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS AND PROGRAMS

The following programs shall be established, implemented and maintained. 

5.1 Deleted.

5.2 Deleted.

5.3 Deleted.

5.4 Radioactive Effluent Control Program

This program implements the requirements of 10 CFR 72.44(d).

a. The HI-STORM 100 Cask System does not create any radioactive materials or
have any radioactive waste treatment systems.  Therefore, specific operating
procedures for the control of radioactive effluents are not required.
Specification 3.1.1, Multi-Purpose Canister (MPC), provides assurance that
there are not radioactive effluents from the SFSC.

b. This program includes an environmental monitoring program.  Each general
license user may incorporate SFSC operations into their environmental
monitoring programs for 10 CFR Part 50 operations.

c. An annual report shall be submitted pursuant to 10 CFR 72.44(d)(3).
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS AND PROGRAMS

5.5 Cask Transport Evaluation Program

This program provides a means for evaluating various transport configurations and
transport route conditions to ensure that the design basis drop limits are met. For lifting
of the loaded TRANSFER CASK or OVERPACK using devices which are integral to
a structure governed by 10 CFR Part 50 regulations, 10 CFR 50 requirements apply.
This program is not applicable when the TRANSFER CASK or OVERPACK is in the
FUEL BUILDING or is being handled by a device providing support from underneath
(i.e., on a rail car, heavy haul trailer, air pads, etc.). 

Pursuant to 10 CFR 72.212, this program shall evaluate the site-specific transport route
conditions.

a. For free-standing OVERPACKS and the TRANSFER CASK, the following
requirements apply:

1. The lift height above the transport route surface(s) shall not exceed the
limits in Table 5-1 except as provided for in Specification 5.5.a.2.  Also,
the program shall ensure that the transport route conditions (i.e., surface
hardness and pad thickness) are equivalent to or less limiting than either
Set A or Set B in HI-STORM FSAR Table 2.2.9.

2. For site-specific transport route surfaces that are not bounded by either
the Set A or Set B parameters of FSAR Table 2.2.9,  the program may
determine lift heights by analysis based on the site-specific conditions to
ensure that the impact loading due to design basis drop events does not
exceed 45 g’s at the top of the MPC fuel basket.  These alternative
analyses shall be commensurate with the drop analyses described in the
Final Safety Analysis Report for the HI-STORM 100 Cask System.  The
program shall ensure that these alternative analyses are documented
and controlled.

(continued)
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5.5 Cask Transport Evaluation Program (continued)

3. The TRANSFER CASK or OVERPACK, when loaded with spent fuel,
may be lifted to any height necessary during transportation between the
FUEL BUILDING and the CTF and/or ISFSI pad, provided the lifting
device is designed in accordance with ANSI N14.6 and has redundant
drop protection features. 

4. The TRANSFER CASK and MPC, when loaded with spent fuel, may be
lifted to those heights necessary to perform cask handling operations,
including MPC transfer, provided the lifts are made with structures and
components designed in accordance with the criteria specified in Section
3.5 of Appendix B to Certificate of Compliance No. 1014, as applicable.

b. For the transport of OVERPACKS to be anchored to the ISFSI pad, the
following requirements apply:

1. Except as provided in 5.5.b.2, user shall determine allowable
OVERPACK lift height limit(s) above the transport route surface(s) based
on site-specific transport route conditions.  The lift heights shall be
determined by evaluation or analysis, based on limiting the design basis
cask deceleration during a postulated drop event to < 45 g’s at the top
of the MPC fuel basket.  Evaluations and/or analyses shall be performed
using methodologies consistent with those in the HI-STORM 100 FSAR.

2. The OVERPACK, when loaded with spent fuel, may be lifted to any
height necessary during transportation between the FUEL BUILDING
and the CTF and/or ISFSI pad provided the lifting device is designed in
accordance with ANSI N14.6 and has redundant drop protection
features.

(continued)
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5.5 Cask Transport Evaluation Program (continued)

Table 5-1

TRANSFER CASK and Free-Standing OVERPACK Lifting Requirements

ITEM ORIENTATION LIFTING HEIGHT LIMIT
(in.)

TRANSFER CASK Horizontal 42 (Notes 1 and 2)

TRANSFER CASK Vertical None Established (Note 2)

OVERPACK Horizontal Not Permitted

OVERPACK Vertical 11 (Note 3)

Notes: 1. To be measured from the lowest point on the TRANSFER CASK (i.e., the
bottom edge of the cask/lid assemblage)

2. See Technical Specification 5.5.a.3 and 4

3. See Technical Specification 5.5.a.3.

(continued)
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5.6 Deleted. |

5.7 Radiation Protection Program |
|

5.7.1 Each cask user shall ensure that the Part 50 radiation protection program appropriately |
addresses dry storage cask loading and unloading, as well as ISFSI operations, |
including transport of the loaded OVERPACK or TRANSFER CASK outside of facilities |
governed by 10 CFR Part 50. The radiation protection program shall include |
appropriate controls for direct radiation and contamination, ensuring compliance with |
applicable regulations, and implementing actions to maintain personnel occupational |
exposures As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). The actions and criteria to be |
included in the program are provided below. |

|
5.7.2 As part of its evaluation pursuant to 10 CFR 72.212(b)(2)(i)(C), the licensee shall |

perform an analysis to confirm that the dose limits of 10 CFR 72.104(a) will be satisfied |
under the actual site conditions and ISFSI configuration, considering the planned |
number of casks to be deployed and the cask contents. |

|
5.7.3 Based on the analysis performed pursuant to Section 5.7.2, the licensee shall establish |

cask surface dose rate limits for the HI-TRAC TRANSFER CASK and the HI-STORM |
OVERPACK to be used at the site. Total (neutron plus gamma) dose rate limits shall |
be established at the following locations: |

|
a. The top of the TRANSFER CASK and the OVERPACK. |
b. The side of the TRANSFER CASK and OVERPACK |
c. The inlet and outlet ducts on the OVERPACK |

|
5.7.4 Notwithstanding the limits established in Section 5.7.3, the measured dose rates on a |

loaded OVERPACK shall not exceed the following values: |
|

a. 20 mrem/hr (gamma + neutron) on the top of the OVERPACK |
b. 110 mrem/hr (gamma + neutron) on the side of the OVERPACK, excluding inlet |

and outlet ducts |
|

5.7.5 The licensee shall measure the TRANSFER CASK and OVERPACK surface neutron |
and gamma dose rates as described in Section 5.7.8 for comparison against the limits |
established in Section 5.7.3 or Section 5.7.4, whichever are lower. |

|
|
|
|
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS AND PROGRAMS |

5.7 Radiation Protection Program (cont’d) |
|

5.7.6 If the measured surface dose rates exceed the lower of the two limits established in |
Section 5.7.3 or Section 5.7.4, the licensee shall: |

|
a. Administratively verify that the correct contents were loaded in the correct fuel |

storage cell locations. |
b. Perform a written evaluation to verify whether placement of the as-loaded |

OVERPACK at the ISFSI will cause the dose limits of 10 CFR 72.104 to be |
exceeded. |

c. Perform a written evaluation within 30 days to determine why the surface dose |
rate limits were exceeded. |

|
5.7.7 If the evaluation performed pursuant to Section 5.7.6 shows that the dose limits of 10 |

CFR 72.104 will be exceeded, the OVERPACK shall not be placed into storage until |
appropriate corrective action is taken to ensure the dose limits are not exceeded. |

|
5.7.8 TRANSFER CASK and OVERPACK surface dose rates shall be measured at |

approximately the following locations: |
|

a. A minimum of four (4) dose rate measurements shall be taken on the side of |
the TRANSFER CASK approximately at the cask mid-height plane. The |
measurement locations shall be approximately 90 degrees apart around the |
circumference of the cask.  Dose rates shall be measured between the radial |
ribs of the water jacket. |

|
b. A minimum of four (4) TRANSFER CASK top lid dose rates shall be measured |

at locations approximately half way between the edge of the hole in the top lid |
and the outer edge of the top lid, 90 degrees apart around the circumference |
of the top lid. |

|
c. A minimum of twelve (12) dose rate measurements shall be taken on the side |

of the OVERPACK in three sets of four measurements.  One measurement set |
shall be taken approximately at the cask mid-height plane, 90 degrees apart |
around the circumference of the cask.  The second and third measurement sets |
shall be taken approximately 60 inches above and below the mid-height plane, |
respectively, also 90 degrees apart around the circumference of the cask. |

|
d. A minimum of five (5) dose rate measurements shall be taken on the top of the |

OVERPACK.  One dose rate measurement shall be taken at approximately the |
center of the lid and four measurements shall be taken at locations on the top |
concrete shield, approximately half way between the center and the edge of the |
top concrete shield, 90 degrees apart around the circumference of the lid. |

|
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS AND PROGRAMS |
|

5.7 Radiation Protection Program (cont’d) |
|

e. A dose rate measurement shall be taken on contact at the surface of each inlet |
and outlet vent duct screen. |


